The Discovery of the Electron
This century has seen the gradual realization that all matter is composed of a' f~w type s of elementary particles-tiny units that apparently cannot be subdivided further. The list of elementary particle types has changed many times dunng the century, as new particles have been discovered and old ones have been found to be composed of more elementary constituents. At latest count there are some sixteen known types of elementary particles. But through all these changes, one particle type has always remained on the list: the electron.
. The electron was the first of the elementary particles to be clearly identified. It IS also by far the lightest of the elementary particles (aside from a few types of electrically neutral particles that appear to have no mass at all) and ne of the few that does not decay into other particles. As a consequence of its Ightness,. charge, an~stability, the electron has a unique importance to phys-ICS, chemistry, and biology, An electrical current in a wire is nothing but a flow of electrons. Electrons participate in the nuclear reactions that produce the heat of th e sun. Even more important, every normal atom in the universe consists of a dense core, (the nucleus) surrounded by a cloud of electrons. The chemical differences between one element and another depend almost entirely on the number of electrons in the atom, and the chemical forces that hold atoms together in all substances are due to the attraction of th e electrons in each atom for the nuclei of the other atoms.
The discovery of the electron is usually and justly credited to the English physicis~Sir Joseph John Thomson . Thomson went up to thẽ 111VerSlty of~:mbridge as a scholarship student in 1876. After placing second in the competitive mathematical "tripos" examination in 1880, he earned a fellowship at Trinity, the old Cambridge college of Isaac Newton and remained a fellow of Trinity for the following 60 years of his life. Thomson's early work was chiefly mathematical, and not outstandingly important; so he was somewhat surprised when in 1884 he was elected to the Ca vendish Professorship of Experimental Phys ics. It was in his experime ntal researches and his leadership of the Cavendish Laboratory from 1884 to 1919 that Thomson 13 J. J. Thomson . made his greatest contributions to physics. He was actually not skillful in the execution of experiments; one of his early assistants recalled that "}. J . was very awkward with his fingers, and I found it necessary not to encourage him to handle the instruments." His talent-one that is for both theorists and experimentalists the most important-lay instead in knowing at every moment what was the next problem to be attacked.
From what is written about him, I gather that Thomson was greatly loved by his colleagues and students. It is certain that he was greatly honored: by the Nobel Prize in 1906, a knighthood in 1908, and the Presidency of the Royal Society in 1915 . He Shortly after assuming the Cavendish Professorship, Thomson began his investigation of the nature of discharges of electricity in rarefied gases, and in particular the type of discharge known as cathode rays. These spectacular phenomena were interesting enough in themselves, but their study led ThornSon to an even more interesting problem: that of the nature of electricity itself.
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His conclusion, that el~ctricity is a flow of the particles that are today known as electro~s: was .pu~lished In three papers in 1897. 1 But before we take up Thomson s mvesngations, let us review earlier efforts to understand the natu f I ..
re o e ectnciry.
Flashback: The Nature of Electricity" It has ?een known since early times that a piece of amber, when rubbed with fur, will acquire the power to attract small bits of hair and other materials. Plato refers in his dialogue Timaeus to the "marvels concerning the attraction of amber.,,2 By the early Middle Ages, it had become known that this power is shared by othe~materials, such as the compressed form of coal known as jet. The earliest wntten observatton of this property of jet seems to be that of the Venerable Bede (673-735), the English monk who also studied the tides, calculated the dates of Easter for centuries to come, and wrote one of the world's great works of .historY',!he Ecclesiastical History of the English. In his history, Bede notes of Jet that like amber, when it is warmed by friction it clings to what~ver is ap~lied to it.,,3 (Bede exhibits here a confusion about 'the cause of ele~tnc attraction, between friction itself and the warmth it produces-a confUSIOn that was often to recur until the eighteenth century.) Other substances such as glass, sul~ur, wax, and gems, were found to have similar properties by the English physician William Gilbert (1544-1603), president of the Royal College of Surgeons and court physician to Elizabeth I and James I. It was Gilbert who Introduced the term electric (in his Latin text, electrical, after the Greek word electron (l)AEKTpOV) for amber."
The observation of electrical attraction in so many different substances led naturally to the idea that electricity is not an intrinsic property of the substances themselves, but is instead some sort of fluid (to Gilbert an "efflvium") that is produc~d or transferred when bodies are rubbed t;gether a:d s~reads out to draw 10 nearby objects. This picture was supported by the discovery by Stephen Gray (1667-1736) of electrical conduction. In 1729 whtle a "poor brother" of the Charterhouse in London, Gray reported in a letter to some fellows of the Royal Society that "the Electrick Virtue" of a rubb.ed glass tube may be transmitted to other bodies, either by direct contact or via a thread conn.ecting them, so "as to give them the same Property of attracting and repelling light Bodies as the Tube does.i" It was clear that, experiments and began to work on electricity. Soon he observed that bits of metal that had been in contact with an electrified glass tube would repel each other (as observed by Cabeo and Hauksbee) but would attract bits of metal that had been in contact with an electrified piece of a resin, copal. Du Fay concluded that "there are two electricities, very different from each other; one of these I call vitreous electricity; the other resinous electricity.,,7 "Vitreous" electricity (from the Latin vitreus, glassy) is produced when substances like glass, crystal, or gems are rubbed, especially with silk. "Resinous" electricity is produced when resins like amber or copal are rubbed, especially with fur. At the same time, the silk used to rub the glass picks up resinous electricity, and the fur used to rub the resin picks up vitreous electricity. Both vitreous and resinous electricity were assumed to attract ordinary matter, and vitreous electricity was assumed to attract resinous electricity, but bodies carrying vitreous electricity were assumed to repel each other, and likewise for resinous electricity. That is, unlike types of electricity attract each other, but like types repel. A bit of metal that had come into contact with the rubbed glass tube would pick up some of the tube's vitreous electricity, and would therefore be repelled by it; and a bit of metal that had been in contact with a rubbed amber or copal rod would pick up some of the rod's resinous electricity, and so again would be repelled by it, but the two bits of metal would attract each other, because they would be carrying electricity of rwo different types.
Gray and Du Fay did not write of electricity as a fluid, but rather as a condition that could be induced in matter. It was the Abbe Jean-Antoine Nollet 16 THE DISCOVERY OF SUBATOMIC PARTICLES (1700-1770), preceptor to the French royal family and professor at the University of Paris, who interpreted Du Fay's two types of electricity specifically as two distinct types of electrical fluid, one vitreous and the other resinous.
The two-fluid theory was consistent with all experiments that could be carried out in the eighteenth century. But physicists' passion for simplicity does not let them rest with a complicated theory when a simpler one can be found. The two-fluid theory of electricity was soon to be challenged by a one-fluid theory, proposed first by the London physician and naturalist William Watson (1715-1787) and then more comprehensively and influentially by the Philadelphia savant Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790).
Franklin became interested in electricity when in 1743, on a visit to Boston, he happened to witness electrical experiments carried out by a Dr. Adam Spencer, a popular lecturer from Scotland. Soon Franklin received some glass tubes and instructions from a correspondent in London, the manufacturer and naturalist Peter Collinson, and began his own experiments and speculations, which he reported in a series of letters to Collinson. In brief, Franklin concluded that electricity consisted of a single kind of fluid, consisting of "extremely subtile particles," which could be identified with what Du Fay had called vitreous electricity. (Franklin did not know of Du Fay's work, and did not use his terminology.) Franklin supposed ordinary matter to hold electricity like a "kind of spunge." When a glass tube is rubbed with a silk cloth, some of the electricity from the silk is transferred to the glass, leaving a deficiency in the silk. It is this deficiency of electricity that is to be identified with what Du Fay called resinous electricity. Similarly, when an amber rod is rubbed with fur, some electricity is transferred, but this time from the rod to the fur, leaving a deficiency of electricity in the rod; again, the deficiency of electricity in the rod and the excess in the fur are to be identified with Du Fay 's resinous and vitreous electricity, respectively. Franklin referred to a deficiency of electricity as negative electricity and to an excess as positive electricity; the amount of electricity (positive or negative) in any body he called the electric charge of the body. These terms are the ones that are still in general use today.
Franklin also introduced the fundamental hypothesis of the conservation of charge. Electricity is never created or destroyed, but only transferred. Hence, when a glass rod is rubbed with silk, the positive electric charge on the rod is exactly equal numerically to the negative charge on the silk; balancing positive and negative, the total charge remains zero.
What about attraction and repulsion? Franklin supposed that electricity repels itself but attracts the matter that holds it. Thus, the repulsion that Cabeo observed between pieces of brass leaf that had been in contact with a rubbed glass rod could be understood because these bits of metal all contained an bits of metal and others that had been in contact with a rubbed rod of resin could be understood because the latter bits had a deficiency of electricity, so that the attraction between their matter and the former bits' electricity would dominate. This neatly accounted for the repulsion observed between two bodies each carrying the "vitreous" electricity, and for the attraction observed between a body carrying "resinous" electricity and one carrying "vitreous" electrici ty.
But then what about the repulsion between two bodies carrying resinous electricity, such as bits of metal that had been in contact with a rubbed amber rod? This gap in Franklin's one-fluid theory was filled by Franz Ulrich Theodosius Aepinus (1724-1802), director of the astronomical observatory in St. Petersburg. After learning of Franklin's ideas, Aepinus in 1759 suggested that, in the absence of a counterbalancing quantity of electricity, ordinary matter repels itself." Thus, the repulsion between bodies that had been supposed to carry resinous electricity was explained in terms of the repulsion between the matter of the bodies when it was stripped of some of its normal accompaniment of electricity. With this emendation, the one-fluid theory of Franklin was thus able to account for all the phenomena that had been explained by the two-fluid theory of Du Fay and Noller.
Franklin's letters were assembled by Collinson into a book, which by 1776 had gone through ten editions, some in English and others in Italian, German, and French." Franklin became a celebrity; he was elected to the Royal Society of London and the French Acadernie des Sciences, and his work influenced all later studies of electricity in the eighteenth century. Indeed, Franklin's fame was a great asset to the thirteen American colonies when, during the revolutionary war, Franklin served as the American minister to France. However, despite Franklin's enormous prestige, the question of one fluid or two continued to divide physicists until well into the nineteenth century, and it was only really settled with the discovery of the electron.
For readers who cannot wait until we come to the discovery of the electron to learn whether the one-fluid or the two-fluid theory is correct-the answer is that they were both correct. Under normal circumstances, electricity is carried by the particles called electrons, which as Franklin supposed possess electricity of only one type. But Franklin guessed wrong as to which type of electricity it was. In fact, electrons carry electricity of the type that Du Fay had called "resinous," not the "vitreous" type. (Physicists continue to follow Franklin's lead in calling vitreous electricity positive and resinous electricity negative, so we are stuck in the unfortunate position of saying that the most common carriers of electricity carry negative electrical charge.) Thus, when a The reader may well also wonder why when amber is rubbed~Ith fur the electrons go from the fur to the amber, but when glass is rubbed~Ith silk the electrons go from the glass to the silk? Oddly enough, w~stili don t k.now . The question involves the physics of surfaces of complex sol~ds such as sdk or hair and this branch of physics has still not reached a POint where we can make definite predictions with any certainty. In a purely empirical way, there has been developed a list of substances called the triboelectric sequence, part of which goes as follows I 0 : rabbit's fur /lucite/glass/quartz/wool /cat' s fur/silk/cotton /wood/am ber/resins/metals/reflon.
Substances near the beginning of the list tend to lose electrons, and those near the end of the list tend to collect them. Thus, if two objects are rubbed together, the one closer to the beginning of the list will tend t? pick up a positive, or vitreous, electric charge and the one closer to the end V:III tend to pick up a negative, or resinous, charge. The electrification is most intense f~r objects that are well separated in the triboelectric sequence. For example, It IS easier to electrify amber by rubbing with fur than it is to electrify glass b,r rubbing with silk . The triboelectric sequence is not well understood theoretically, and even a change in the weather can affect the relative placement of various substances, It is ironic that we still do not have a detailed understanding of frictional electrification, even though it was the first of all electrical phenomena to be studied scientifically. But that is often the way science progresses-not by solving every problem presented by nature, but by selecting problems that are as free as possible from irrelevant complications and that therefore provide opportunities to get at the fundamental principles that underlie physical phenomena. The study of the electricity produced by friction played a great role in letting us know that there is such a thing as electricity and that it can exert attractive and repulsive forces, but the actual process of electrification by rubbing is just too complicated, to provide further insights into the quantitative properties of electricity. By the end of the eighteenth century, the attention of physicists was already beginning to focus on other electrical phenomena.
Electric Discharges and Cathode Rays
The study of electricity widened after Franklin to take in the quantitative details of electrical attraction and repulsion and the connection of electricity with magnetism and chemistry. We will have much to do with these matters later on; but for now, let us follow one line of discoveries, concerning the discharge of electricity through rarefied gases and empty space.
The earliest-known and most spectacular sort of electric discharge is of course lightning. Although the nature of lightning as a current of electricity was demonstrated in 1752 in a celebrated experiment suggested by Franklin, lightning is so sporadic and uncontrollable that its study could reveal little about the nature of electricity. But by the eighteenth century, a more controllable sort of electric discharge was becoming available for scientific study.
In 1709 Hauksbee observed that when the air inside a glass vessel was pumped out until its pressure was about to normal air pressure and the vessel was attached to a source of frictional electricity, a strange light would be seen inside the vessel. Flashes of similar light b-id already been noticed in the partial vacuum above the mercury in barometers. In 1748 Watson described the light in a 32-inch evacuated tube as an "arch of lambent flame." Other observations were recorded by the Abbe Nollet, by Gottfried Heinrich Grummont (1719-1776), and by the great Michael Faraday, about whom more later. The nature of this light was not understood at first , but today we know that it is a secondary phenomenon. When an electric current flows through a gas, the electrons knock into gas atoms and give up some of their energy, which is then reemitted as light. Today's fluorescent lights and neon signs are Electrical discharges in gases at low pressure.
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based on the same princip le, with their color determ ined by the color of light that is prefere ntially emitted by the gas atoms: orange for neon, pinkish -white for helium , greenis h-blue for mercur y, and so on. The import ance of the phenomen on for the history of electric al science lay, howeve r, not in the light given off in electric dischar ges, but in the electric current itself. When electricity collects on an amber rod, or an electric current flows through a copper wire, propert ies of the electric ity are hopeles sly mixed up with those of the solid integum ent of amber or copper . For instanc e, it would be imposs ible even today to determ ine the weight of a given quantit y of electric ity by weighin g an amber rod before and after it is electrif ied; the weight of the electron s is just too tiny compar ed with that of the rod. What was needed was to get electric ity off by itself, away from the solid or liquid matter that normal ly carries it. The study of electric dischar ges in gases was a step in the right directio n, but even at iri atmosp heric pressur e the air interfer ed too much with the flow of electron s to allow their nature to be discove red. Real progres s became possible only when the gas itself could be remove d and scientis ts could study the flow of pure electric ity through nearly empty space.
The turning point came with the inventi on of really effectiv e air pumps. Early pumps had leaked air through the gaskets around their pistons . In 1885 Johann Heinric h Geissle r (1815-1879) invente d a pump that used column s of mercur y as pistons and conseq uently needed no gaskets . With Geissle r 's pump, it became possible to evacua te the air in a glass tube until its pressur e was a few ten-tho usandth s that of normal air at sea level. Geissle r's pump was used in 1858-5 9 in a series of experim ents on the conduc tion of electric ity in gases at very low pressur e, carried out by Julius Plucker (1801-1868), Profess or of Natura l Philoso phy at the Univers ity of Bonn. In Plucker 's arrange ment, metal plates inside a glass tube were connec ted by wires to a powerf ul source of electrci ty. (Follow ing Farada y's termino logy, the plate attache d to the source of positive electric ity is called the anode and the plate attache d to the source of negativ e electric ity is called the cathode . ) Plucker observe d that when almost all air was evacua ted from the tube, the light disappe ared through most of the tube, but a greenis h glow appeare d on .he glass tube near the cathode . The positio n of the glow did not seem to depend on where the anode was placed. It appeare d that someth ing was coming out of the cathode , travelin g through the nearly empty space in the tube, hitting the glass, and then being collecte d by the anode. A few years later, Eugen Goldste in (1850-1930) introdu ced a name for this mysteri ous phenom enon: Cathod enstrah len, or cathod e rays.
We know now that these rays are streams of electron s. They are projected from the cathode by electric al repulsio n, coast through the nearly empty space within the tube, strike the glass, deposit ing energy in its atoms which is showed in 1895 that the rays deposit negative electric charge on a charge collector placed inside the cathode-ray tube. We now know that the reason Hertz had not observed any attraction or repulsion of the rays by electrified plates is that the ray particles were traveling so fast, and the electric forces were so weak, that the deflection was just too small to observe. (As Hertz recognized, the electric charge on his plates was partly canceled by effects of the residual gas molecules in the tube. These molecules were broken up by the cathode rays into charged particles, which were then attracted to the p late o f opposite charge.) But as Goldstein has shown, if the rays are charged particles, these particles cannot be ordinary molecules. So what were they?
It is at this point that J. J The problem now was to learn something quantitative a out t e nature of the mysterious negatively charged particles of the cathode rays. Thomson's method was direct: He exerted electric and magnetic forc es on the rays and measured the amount by which the rays were deflected. * To understand how
Thomson analyzed these measurements, we must first consider how bodies move under the influence of forces in general.
Flashback: Newton's Laws of Motion
The laws of motion o f classical physics were set out by Sir Isaac Newton at the beginning of his great work, the Prmcipia.t : Of these, the key principle is contained in the Second Law, which can be paraphrased as the statement that the force required to give an object of definite mass a certain acceleration is proportional to the product of the mass and the acceleration. To understand what this law means, we have to understand what are meant by acceleration , mass, and force.
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity. That is, just as the velociry is the ratio of the distance traveled by a mo ving body to th e time that elapses in the motion, acceleration is the ratio of the change in velociry of an accelerating body to the time elapsed during the accel eration. The units in which acceleration is measured are therefore th e units of velocity per tim e, or distanceper-time per time. For instance, falling bodies near the surface of the earth fall with an acceleration of 9.8 meters-per-second per second. This means that after the first second a body dropped from rest in a vacuum will be falling at a 'Thomson also used an alternative experimental meth od, in which he measured the heat energy and electric charge deposited at the end of the tube by the cathode-ray particle and thus avoided the difficult measurem ent of the deflection of the ray by electric forc es. This meth od was actu ally more accurate than the one based on the electric and magn etic deflection of the cath ode ray. I am describing the electric /magneti c deflection method here first, no t becau se it was historically more important, but because it present s an occasion for a review of electr ic forces, wh ich I Will need to pin down the definition of electric charge. Th omson's other method I will describe below , after a review of the concepts of energy and heat.
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Cathode A schematic view of a mo re familiar cathode-ray tube, th e mod ern television picture tube. As we! have seen Thomson used the po sitio n of the glowing spot where th e cat hode ray hit the end of the tube to tell him about th e path taken by the ray, whic h was invisible as it passed through the vacuum o f his tu be. Since Tho mson's time , thi s glowin g spot has become much more familiar to all of us as the basis of television. A television pict ure rube IS essentia lly Just a cathode-ra y tube aimed at the viewer. In it, the cathode ray is steered by electric for ces so that it passes regularly back and forth over the end of th e tu be. When the ra y hit s th e screen of specially coated glass at the end of the tube, a spo t of light appears. T he television Signal controls the strength of the ca thode ray as it stri kes each spot on the screen, so th at a pattern of light and da rk appears successively on the screen . The eye and brain resp on d s low ly, and see this pattern as an inst an tan eous pict ur e. To take an illustration using numbers that are mor e or less realistic, suppose th at the force exerted on the ra y particles is 10 - 16 newtons, the length of the deflection region is 0.05 meters, th e length of the drift region is 1.1 Illeters, the mass of the cathode-ray particles is 9 x 10-3 1 kilogr ams, and the Above: One of th e tubes with which]. J. T homson measured the mass-to-charge ra tio of the e1eerron. Below: A schematic view of Thomson 's appa ra tus. The cath ode is connected by a wire thr ough the glass tub e to a generator that supplies it with negati ve electri c cha rge; the an ode and co llimator are co nnected to the generator by ano ther wire so tha t negative electr ic cha rge can flow back to the generator. The deflection p lates are connected to the ter minals of a po werful electri c batt ery, and ar e th ereby given strong negative a nd positive charges. Th e invisible cathod e rays are rep elled by th e ca thode; som e of them pass through th e slits in th e anode and collima to r, which only admit a na rro w beam of rays. Th e rays are then deflec ted by electric for ces as the y pass betw een the plat es; the y then travel freely unt il th ey finally hit t he glas s wa ll of th e tu be, producing a spot o f light . (T his figure is based on a dr awing of Th omson's ca tho de-ray rube in Figur e 2 of his ar ticle "Cathode Rays," Phil . Mag The important point for Thomson was that, because the magnetic force is roportional to the velocity, the magneti~deflection depe~ds on a different mbination of the charge, mass, and velocity of the ray particles than does the electric deflection.
thomson's Results
Now we will put the theory that has been developed in previous sections together with Thomson's experimental results to learn something about the cathode-ray particles. First, recall the main results we obtained above. Electric or magnetic fields at right angles to the cathode ray in the "deflection region" will produce a displacement of the ray when it hits the glass wall of the tube at the end of the "drift region," by an amount given by the formulas and Electric deflection
Charge of Electric Length of Length of ray x field x deflection x drift particle regIOn region
Mass of x (Velocity of)2 ray particle ray particle Magnetic deflection
Charge of ray particle
X
Magnetic x field
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Thomson knew the values of the electric and magnetic fields in the tube and the length of the deflection and drift regions, and he measured the deflections produced by the electric or magnetic forces. What, then, could he deduce about the cathode-ray particles? It is immediately clear that there was no way ThornSOn or anyone else could use these formulas to learn anything separately about the charge or the mass of the cathode-ray particles, since in both formulas it is nly the ratio of these quantities that appears. Never mind-this ratio is lIlteresting in its own right. (We will come back in Chapter 3 to the separate measurement of the electron's mass and charge.) Another problem is that neither formula could be used by itself to learn even the ratio of the charge and the mass of the cathode-ray particles, because Thomson did not know the particles' velocity. However, as has already been mentioned, this problem could be surmounted by measuring both the electric and the magnetic deflection. For sUIts are shown in Table 2 .1, which is adapted from his 1897 article in the Philosophical MagazineY In all these cases, Thomson used a cathode ray in which the distance traveled by the ray whil e under the Influence of electric and magnetic forces (the length of the deflection region) was 0.05 meters, and the distance that it subsequently traveled freely before striking the end of the tube (the length of the drift region) was 1.1 meters.
The two rightmost columns of Table 2 .1 show values of the cathode-ray particle's velocity and mass/charge ratio deduced from Thomson's measurement of the electric and magnetic deflections. The formulas for calculating these quantities are worked out in Appendix B. Here, let us just check one set of results to see if they have been calculated correctly. Look at the first row in Table 2 . 1 . For this run of the experiment, the electric and magnetic fields were 1.5 x 10 4 newtons per coulomb and 5.5 X 10-4 newtons per amperemeter, the deduced value of the cathode-ray velocity was 2.7 X 10 7 meters per second, and the deduced ratio of particle mass to charge was 1.4 x 10- This is in agreement with the measured deflections, which confirms that the velocity and the mass/charge ratio were calculated correctly. Incidentally, the deflection came out the same here for both electric and magnetic fields (as in the other experimental runs) for a reason of no great importance; it is just th at Thomson found it convenient to adjust the magnetic field in each run until it gave the same deflection as the electric field. The last column of Table 2 .1 shows reasonable consistency. Even though the gas in the cathode-ray tube and the material of the cathode were varied from run to run, and the velocity of the cathode-ray particles varied by almost a factor of 2, the mass /charge ratios of the supposed cathode-ray particles came fairly close in all cases . This was (at least to Thomson) convincing evidence that cathode rays consisted of a single kind of particle, with a unique value of mass and charge, independent of the material of the cathode from which they were emitted. son did not publish estimates of the uncertainties in his individual measure_ ments (a failing that would cause his paper to be returned to him by any good physics journal to which it might be submitted today). However, from the spread in his values of the mass/charge ratio, we can conclude that these values must have been subject to a statistical uncertainty (in either direction) of about 0.2 x 10- cause his results have a fair degree of internal consistency, one suspects that there was some large systematic error in Thomson's measurements of electric and magnetic fields that pervaded all his experimental runs, but after eighty years who can tell? Thomson was not very good in handling apparatus. In fact, however, Thomson did not rely solely on his measurements of electric and magnetic deflections to determine the mass/charge ratio of the cathode-ray particles. He also employed another method, based on measurements of the heat energy deposited at the end of the tube. We will come back to this method after reviewing the concept of energy.
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(Recall that the joule is One newton-meter .) This force per coulomb is just the electr ic field, as entered in the first five rows of relate th e electron vo lt to ordi nary units of ener;rthe vo lt the wo rk in jo u les is the~o ltage imbs. electric cha rge of the elect ron . By th e defl~ltJon les just e~uals th e electronic cha rge I~co~lom .t he charge in co ulombs, so rhe elecrron vo tt J~e~3) we h ave known th at the electronic c a;~=-~9
Since the wo rk of Mi llikan (discussed In C a P 1 6 x 10-19 joules (mo re precisely, 1.602 x I 1.6 X 10- 19 coul ombs, so the electron volt ; sel~mentary particle energies , but th e electro nn:ro t joules). We co uld use any unit we hke .fo unit All physicists know that the e gy (abb reviated eV) has become the tra di tio na l ene rgy is 13 ' 6 electro n volt s, the ene rgy requi red ItO requ ired to pu ll th e electr on o ut o f th e b yd, rogden at~:ight~ucleus is about 8 millio n electhtrok nv0t1 tf 225 l lC '= 1.5 x 104 j /C m 0.015 m 4 .1 84 jo ules of heat ene rgy. When mechanical energy is turned into heat energy, as in th e boring of cannon barrels, or when heat ene rgy is turned into mechanical energy, as in a stea m engi ne, th e total energy remains conserved.
Th e beauty of this idea is th at it allows us to deri ve precise prediction s for a grea t many ph enomena whose nature is not entirely und erstood. For ins tance, the falling of a heavy weigh t into a bu cket of wa ter is a p retty complicated affair, and no one wou ld be able to work out all the details of the splashes and ripples, but th e conserva tio n of ene rgy can be used to predict th e increase of th e temperat ure of the wa ter with com pl ete confiden ce. It is sa id th at Joule sp ent tim e on his honeymo on verifying th e predicted increase in th e tempe ra_ ture of wa ter a fter it had p assed over a wa terfall.
Energy Relations in Thomson's Experiment
Now we are in a position to tie up th e last loose end s in Our discussion of
Thomson 's exp eriment.
First, how did Th om son kn ow the value of the electric field betw een th e cha rged aluminum pl ates in his catho de-ray tube ? In his first five expe rimental r uns, the electrically cha rged alumin um plates th at produced th e field were co nnec ted to a 225-volt battery. This means that th e work don e in carrying any electric charge fro m one pl ate to the o the r was 225 joul es per co ulo mb of charge. T he dis tance bet ween the pl ates wa s 0. 0 15 meters. Since work is fo rce tim es dista nce, the electric force pe r co ulom b time s 0.015 me ters was 225 joul es per coul omb . Dividing by th e distance, we get a force per co ulom b of 64 THE DISCOVERY OF SUBATOMIC PARTICLES ode rays. His result for the mass /charge ratio was 0.54 x 10 -11 kilograms per coulomb-quite good in comparison with the modern value of 0.5687 >< 10 -11 kg /Co However, as we will see in the next section, Kaufmann held back from drawing conclusions about the nature of cathode-ray particles.
Finally, we come to the method Thomson used in 1897 to obtain his most reliable value for the mass /charge ratio. In this method, the cathode ray was directed into a small metal collector that would capture the electric charge of the ray particles and would also capture their kinetic energy, converting it to heat. The ratio of the heat energy and electric charge deposited in the collector then gives the ratio of the kinetic energy and charge of each ray particle:
Once again, the combination of ray parameters on the right-hand side is just the same as the combination in the formula for electric deflection on p. 42 (except for the interchange of numerator and denominator), so this combination of parameters can be determined by measuring the ratio of heat to cha rge deposited, rather than the deflection due to electric fields, or the voltage between cathode and anode. This is another nice example of the power of the principle of conservation of energy. Thomson had no idea at all of the detailed physical processes th at occur when a cathode ray hits a metal collecto r, but he could be confident that the increase in heat energy of the collector had to be precisel y equal to the kinetic energy lost by the cathode-ray particles when they were stopped by the collector.
Thomson's results for three different cathode-ray tubes are given in Tabl e 2.2. Th e second column gives the ratio of the measured heat energy to the electric charge deposited in th e collector during the time (about a second) that the cathode ray was on. The third column gives the value of the mass times the velocity divided by th e charge of the cathode-ray particles, as determined according to the equation on p. 52 from the measured deflection of the cathode ray by a magnetic field. The last two columns give the values of the velocity and the mass /charge ratio of the cathode-ray particles deduced from the foregoing measured quantities. The fo rm ulas fo r calculating the mass-to-charge ratio and velocity are worked out in Appendix E; for now let us just check that one result comes out right. which is indeed Thomson's measured value. (Incidentally, in this experiment the electric charge deposited in the collector was typically a few hundred_ thousandths of a coulomb per second, that is, a few hundred-thousandths of an ampere, so the heat energy deposited was a few hundredths of a joule per second-enough to raise the temperature of the small collector by a few degrees Celsius per second.)
Evidently this method worked much better than the one based on the measurement of electric as well as magnetic deflection. The results for the first two cathode-ray tubes show a high degree of uniformity, and yield average values for the mass/charge ratio of 0.49 X 10-11 kilograms per coulomb-not far from the modern value of 0.5687 x 10-11 kg/Co Oddly, Thomson preferred the results obtained with his third tube, which gave a value almost two times too large. It may be that Thomson preferred the larger value of the mass/charge ratio because it agreed more closely with the result he obtained by measuring electric as well as magnetic deflection. Be that as it may, for some years Thomson made a practice of quoting the mass/charge ratio as about 10-11 kilograms per coulomb.
We will come back in Chapter 3 to the story of how the charge and mass of the cathode-ray particles were separately measured.
Electrons as Elementary Particles
All Thomson had done so far was to measure the mass/charge ratio of whatever particles make up the cathode rays. Yet he leaped to the conclusion that these particles are the fundamental constituents of all ordinary matter. In his own words, . The first of these hints was the universality of the measured ratios of mass to charge. The value of the mass/charge ratio of the cathode-ray particles did not seem to depend on any of the circumstances under which it was measured. For instance, as we saw in the preceding section, the value of this ratio was about the same for a tube containing carbon dioxide with an aluminum cathode as for a tube containing air with a platinum cathode (the fifth and sixth entries, respectively, in Table 2 .1), even though the ray velocities were quite different. Thomson also quoted a result of the Dutch spectroscopist Pieter Zeeman (1865 -1943) that indicated that similar values of the mass/charge ratio characterized the electric currents in atoms that are responsible for the emission and absorption of light.
(Zeeman had been studying the spectrum of the element sodium in a magnetic field. The spectrum of any element is the pattern of specific frequencies of the light that can be emitted or absorbed by atoms of that element. For instance, when a compound containing a given element is added to a flame and the light from the flame is broken up into its component colors by means of a prism or a diffraction grating, the band of colors will be found to be crossed with a number of bright lines at certain specific colors-colors corresponding to the frequencies of light being emitted by atoms of that element. The difference between light of one or another color is simply one of frequency; violet light has about twice the frequency of red light, and the other colors have intermediate frequencies. Similarly, when light from an unadulterated flame is passed through a cool vapor containing atoms of the element in question and is then broken up into its component colors, the band of colors will be crossed With a number of dark lines at precisely the same colors as the previous bright lines. These dark lines mark the frequencies at which light from the flame is being absorbed by atoms of the gas. The spectrum of sodium contains a pair of prominent lines known as the D lines, at nearby frequencies in orange light. It is these D lines that are responsible for the orange color of light from sodium Th e Zeem an effect. A magnetic field splits th e spectr al lines of sodi um int o multiple sets.
lamps, used to illuminate many highways. Zeeman observed that these D lines, which are normally quite sharp, widen in a strong magnetic field, and that the widening in frequency is proportional to the magn etic field. It was the Dutch th eorist Hendrick Antoon Lorentz (1853-1928) who, in 1896, used the numeric al factor in this relation of proportionality to deduce a value for the mass/charge ratio of th e carri ers of electric charge in atoms. It is truly remarkable that Lorentz was able to carry through this calculation a year before Thomson 's discovery o f the electron, fifteen years before Rutherford discovered that atoms consist of a nucleus surrounded by orbiting electrons, and seventeen yea rs befo re Bohr explained how the frequencies of the light emitted or absorbed by atoms are related to the energies of the orbiting electrons. Lorentz JIlade use of a th eorem, devised by Sir Jo seph Larmor, that the effect of a constant magnetic field on a system of charged particles, all of which have the same mass/charge ratio, is precisely the same as the effect th at would be produced by observing the system from a coordinate system rotating at a defin ite frequency , now called the Larmor frequency. This frequency is proportional to the magnetic field and inversely proportional to the mass/charge ratio, but is otherwise independent of the nature of the particles, their state of motion, or the other forces that might act on them. For instance, a particl e that is subjected on ly to magnetic forces will spiral around the lines of magnetic field at the Larmor frequency, which is just the same motion as would be seen if the particle were subj ect to no forces a nd traveled in a straight line at constant speed and if the observer's fram e of reference rot at ed at the Larmor frequency around the direction of the magnetic-field lines. If a particl e is subjected to other forces that in the absence of a magnetic field would cau se it to mov e periodically at some natural frequency, then in the p resence of a magnetic field its motion will be the sup erposition of three peri odi c motions, with frequencies equal to the natural frequ ency, or th e natural frequ ency plus or minus the Larmor frequency, so the splitting in frequencies will be tw ice the Larmor frequency. Lorentz assumed that the frequencies of the light em itted or absorbed by atoms are equal to the frequencies of these motions, so that the splitting of the frequencies in a magnetic field wo uld be twice the Larmor frequency for that field and hence cou ld be used to ca lculate the mass/charge ratio of the carriers of electric currents in atoms. In fact, thi s interpretati on of the frequencies at which light is emitted or absorbed by ato ms is not correct, and happen s to work only in certa in special cases, not including the sodium D lines. Lorentz wa s luck y; although the frequen cies of the two D lines of sodium are actually split by a magnetic field not int o two frequ encies each, but into four and six frequencies, respectively, and although the splittings among these various frequ encies are not at all given by Lorentz's theory, Z eeman had not been able to reso lve these separa te frequencies, and by chance their overall frequency spread is app rox ima tely given by twice the Larmor frequency.) Zeeman's measurements had pro vided a rou gh estima te of the massto-charge ratio of whatever it is that carries electric currents in atoms, and Thomson's work on cathode ra ys showed that these charge carriers are not just part of the arch itecture of th e ato m, but have a separate existence of their own Outside as well as inside the at om. Thus it seemed that, whatever else ord inary matter might contain, it con ta ined at least one common constituent, which could be emitted from metals as a cathode ray. Th e un iversality of these pa rticle!; was soon to be verified when the so-called beta rays that were ob served to be emitted by radi oactive substances w ere found (by methods similar to Thornson's ) to have the same mass /char ge ratio as the catho de-ra y partic les. Tho lll .
son hims elf show ed in 1899 that the negat ively charg ed parti cles that are emit. ted in the photo elect ric effec t or from incan desce nt meta l surfa ces have the same mass /char ge ratio as catho de rays.
The smal lness of the parti cle mass indic ated by Thom son's expe rimen t also supp orted the idea that these were suba tomi c partic les. It was alread y know n in Thom son's time that the so-ca lled ions that carry elect ric curre nts in solut ions like salt wate r have vario us mass /char ge ratio s, but neve r a ratio less than abou t 10-8 kilog rams per coulo mb. (This will be discu ssed in some detail in the next chap ter.) Thom son's resul t for the ratio in catho de rays was strik. ingly smal l comp ared with this. Of cours e, this migh t have mean t eithe r that the mass of the catho de-ra y parti cles is smal ler than the mass es of ions or that their charg e is great er, and for a while Thom son cons idere d the possi bility that both are true. How ever, it seem ed more natur al to supp ose that ions are JUSt ordin ary atom s or mole cules that beco me charg ed when they lose or gain a few units of elect ric charg e, and if these units of charg e were to be ident ified with the catho de-ra y parti cles the charg e of the ions woul d have to be comp arabl e to the charg e of the catho de-ra y partic les. It follo wed, then, that the mass of the catho de-ra y parti cles woul d have to be less than the mass of the ions (and henc e less than that of ordin ary atom s) by a facto r of abou t
